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A comprehensive menu of Moto Asian Cuisine from Cumming covering all 18 dishes and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What James R likes about Moto Asian Cuisine:
18Dec2021 First time here, it was good, I had the spicy ramen miso soup and my wife had the chicken hibachi.

The yum yum sauce was delicious and my soup was awesome and fun with so many different ingredients. When
the weather conditions is good you can also eat outside, and there is no-charge WLAN. The rooms on site are

accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Tracey
Redsicker doesn't like about Moto Asian Cuisine:

I'm honestly confused by the 4.5 stars for this. We got an assortment of Chinese food and sushi rolls. The food
had no flavor. The sweet and sour chicken was barely sweet. The Mongolian beef was sweet almost like a

bourbon chicken flavor. The fried rice was flavorless. The vegetable lo mein had a sweetness to it as well which
was odd and that was the only flavor to it. The sushi rolls were okay but didn't taste very... read more. Moto Asian

Cuisine from Cumming prepares for you fine sushi (e.g., Maki and Sashimi), as well as in many additional
variations, with fresh ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat, On the daily specials there are also several

Asian dishes. You can still relax at the bar after the meal (or during it) and enjoy a alcoholic or non-alcoholic
drink, Thai menus are prepared here with the popular spices and fish sauces.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sush�
CALIFORNIA ROLL

Appet�er
TEMPURA

For th� smal� hunger
BAGEL

India�
ROTI

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Noodl�
RAMEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
APPETIZER

SOUP

SPICY TUNA

Ingredient� Use�
MISO

TUNA

CHICKEN

SEAFOOD
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